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ABSTRACT In this paper, we consider a simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT)
system adopting hybrid analog-digital beamforming where a base station (BS) with massive antennas
transmits different data streams to multiple single-antenna devices. Our primary objective is to minimize
the transmit-power of the BS while ensuring energy harvesting and signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) requirements of each device. We specifically highlight that our approach can accommodate the sce-
narios where users have different requirements on the harvested energy and the received SINR. We propose
two suboptimal solutions in which digital and analog precoders are designed jointly. In the first solution
(OptDig-ProRF), the objective function is approximated to be independent of the digital precoder and power
splitting ratios, and the local minimum of the objective function is found to obtain an analog precoder.
Subsequently, the optimal digital precoder and power splitting ratios are found for the obtained analog
precoder using semidefinite relaxation of the original problem. In the second solution (ZfDig-SohRF),
to reduce computational complexity, we newly design a zero-forcing (ZF) digital precoder which meets
users’ requirements while applying the corresponding analog precoder proposed in the literature. The two
precoders are iteratively found until the transmit power difference between two consecutive updates falls
below a threshold. Illustrative results show that the OptDig-ProRF scheme yields a very close performance
to the fully digital precoder in terms of transmit power, while the ZfDig-SohRF scheme outperforms the
optimal digital precoder plus a conventional analog precoder scheme at high SINR constraints.

INDEX TERMS SWIPT, hybrid beamforming, individual requirements.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) is revolutionizing various indus-
tries. Nevertheless, powering a multitude of IoT devices
remains a significant challenge due to its impact on mainte-
nance costs and the longevity of IoT networks. A compelling
solution to this obstacle is energy harvesting (EH), which har-
nesses electromagnetic signals to transmit energy to devices
located far from a transmitter, enabling the implementation of
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battery-free IoT devices [1], [2]. Recently, the International
Telecommunication Union Radio Communication Sector
(ITU-R) highlighted battery-free devices as a promising tech-
nology candidate for 6G in their report [3]. In addition,
ambient power-enabled IoT is actively discussed as a study
item for 3GPP release 19 known as 5G-Advanced [4]. EH is
also attracting substantial attention from academia and indus-
tries under various names such as zero-energy devices and
batteryless devices [5], [6], [7], [8].

To enable efficient management of massive connectiv-
ity by the base station (BS), the BS needs to employ a
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radio frequency (RF) for both information transmission and
energy transfer. This concept, known as simultaneous wire-
less information and power transfer (SWIPT), can be realized
through three primary receiver designs: time switching (TS),
antenna switching (AS), and power-splitting (PS) [8]. The TS
structure allows a receiver to alternate between information
decoding (ID) and energy harvesting (EH), necessitating fine
time synchronization and a guard time to account for propa-
gation delay. In theAS structure, multiple antennas embedded
in an IoT device are split into the EH and ID purposes.
However, this multi-antenna configuration comes with costs
and finely adjusting the ID and EH levels is challenging.
The PS structure entails a power splitter within a receiver to
partition the signal for EH and ID objectives. Among these
three, the PS-based design is deemed more practical due to its
robustness against coarse time synchronization and its flexi-
bility in adjusting the ID-to-EH ratio [9]. As a consequence,
we also focus on the PS-based SWIPT (PS-SWIPT) system
in this paper.

Since the integration of multiple antennas has been shown
to yield significant spectral and energy efficiency gains in
wireless communication systems, the initial SWIPT study
was considered in multi-input-multiple-output (MIMO) envi-
ronments [10]. In [11], the PS-SWIPT was applied to
downlink multi-user multi-input-single-output (MU-MISO)
systems where a BS equipped with multiple antennas
supports multiple single-antenna receivers. Their primary
objective is to minimize the transmit-power by jointly opti-
mizing the transmit beamforming vectors and power-splitting
ratios while guaranteeing signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) and harvested energy requirements of each
user. Zong et al. [12] extended the work in [11] into
K -user multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) interference
channels and jointly designed receive filters, transmit beam-
formers, and power splitters. In [13], the SWIPT system was
explored in the context of user-centric BS clustering for dense
networks. Furthermore, the SWIPT has been researched in
the context of intelligent reflecting surface (IRS)-aided net-
works [14], non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) [15],
and coordinated multi-point (CoMP) systems [16].

Indeed, the use of large-scale antenna arrays in conjunction
with proper beamforming techniques provides substantial
degrees of freedom [17], [18]. However, this advantage comes
with increased hardware cost and higher power consumption.
To address the cost challenges associated with fully digi-
tal beamforming, researchers have explored the concept of
an analog-digital hybrid beamforming structure [19], [20],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. In this approach,
the beamforming process is partitioned into a conventional
digital domain and an analog domain that employs phase
shifters, which is more economical as the number of RF
chains is reduced compared to fully digital beamforming.
However, this leads to a trade-off, resulting in performance
degradation due to the constraint of unit-magnitude-entry
placed on the elements of the analog beamformer. The

hybrid beamforming structure has been investigated exten-
sively in downlink multiuser millimeter-wave (mmWave)
systems with the aim of maximizing the sum-rate for both
single-antenna users [22] and multi-antenna users [23]. Addi-
tionally, it has been explored for maximizing the minimum
rates among the users [24]. Chen et al. [25] tried to opti-
mally allocate data streams of multiple users to subcarriers
for minimizing transmit-power in the context of mmWave
communications. It is notable that the hybrid beamforming
structure was already adopted by the current 5G New Radio
(NR) systems.

There has been numerous studies on downlink SWIPT sys-
tems with the hybrid beamforming structure [28], [29], [30],
[31]. In [28], the authors proposed a hybrid beamforming
design aimed at minimizing transmit power in an MU-MISO
SWIPT system. They impose a limitation on users’ capa-
bilities, allowing each user to either receive information or
harvest energy, but not both simultaneously. In [29], the
authors considered hybrid beamforming for the PS-SWIPT
system in the context of multi-group multicast communi-
cations. Their approach incorporates limitations on antenna
configurations for the sake of simplicity. Specifically, the
output of each RF chain is connected to only a portion of
the transmit antennas, rather than all of them. In contrast, our
approach considers a fully connected hybrid beamforming
structure, enhancing the flexibility and performance of the
system. Kwon et al. [30] studied the hybrid beamforming
SWIPT system to maximize the weighted sum of achievable
rates and harvested power of all users under a total power
constraint. However, this approach cannot provide a solution
for addressing the distinct rate and energy requirements of
individual IoT devices.

In this paper, we investigate the hybrid beamforming
MU-MISO PS-SWIPT system, where a BS equipped with
massive antennas serves multiple single-antenna IoT devices.
Unlike the approach in [28], we assume that each device
possesses the capability to receive both information and
energy simultaneously, thereby making our design appli-
cable to future battery-free IoT devices. Our primary goal
is to minimize the transmit power of the BS. The pursuit
of transmit power minimization holds significant impor-
tance for two key reasons. Firstly, reducing transmit power
contributes to a decrease in intercell interference, thereby
enhancing the overall performance of the cellular system.
Secondly, this approach yields lower CO2 emissions, thus
aligning with environmentally sustainable strategies. Further-
more, we place a strong emphasis on ensuring individualized
constraints on harvested energy and SINR of each user. These
individualized constraints are beneficial for accommodating
diverse use cases, different specifications, and the dynamic
environmental conditions expected in future IoT networks.
We propose two suboptimal solutions for designing digital
and analog precoders of the hybrid beamforming. In the
first solution, the objective function is approximated to be
irrelevant to the digital precoder and power splitting ratios,
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and the local minimum of the objective function is found to
obtain an analog precoder. Subsequently, the optimal digi-
tal precoder and power splitting ratios are obtained for the
acquired analog precoder using semidefinite relaxation of the
original problem. We also provide the feasibility condition
of the optimal digital precoder design in the first solution.
In the second solution, to reduce computational complex-
ity, we newly design a zero-forcing (ZF) digital precoder
that meets users’ requirements and apply the corresponding
analog precoder to the ZF precoder.1 The two precoders are
iteratively found until the transmit power difference between
two consecutive updates falls below a threshold.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the system model of an analog-digital hybrid
precoding in downlink MU-MISO systems and formulate
a transmit-power minimization problem. In Section III, the
solution with the optimal digital precoder is proposed.
In Section IV, the solution with the ZF digital precoder is pro-
posed. We present illustrative results in Section VI. Finally,
we present concluding remarks in Section VII.

Throughout this paper, we use the following notation.
Normal letters represent scalar quantities, boldface lower-
case letters indicate vectors and boldface uppercase letters
designate matrices. The trace, transpose, andHermitian trans-
pose are represented by Tr(·), (·)T , and (·)H , respectively.
The expectation operation and the Euclidean 2-norm of a
vector are denoted by E[·] and ∥·∥, respectively. In denotes
an identity matrix of size n. We use z ∼ CN (0, 6) to denote
a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian vector z with zero
mean and covariance matrix 6. Ak denotes the k-th column
of matrix A. A(i, j) is the element at the ith row and the jth
column. A ⪰ 0 denotes that A is a positive semidefinite
matrix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink MU-MISO system with K single-
antenna users where a hybrid precoding technique is intro-
duced at the BS. The received signal at each single-antenna
user is split into two parts, one is for ID and another one is
for EH. The BS has N transmit antennas and NRF RF chains
where N ≥ NRF.

A. SIGNAL MODEL
The BS uses a digital precoder, VDig ∈ CNRF×K , and an
analog precoder, VRF ∈ CN×NRF with |VRF(i, j)|2 = 1,∀i, j.
A transmitted signal is written as

x = VRFVDigs, (1)

where s = [s1 s2 · · · sK ]T and sk denotes the data symbol
for user k . We assume E[ssH ] = IK . The received signal at
user k is expressed as

yk = hHk x+ nA,k , (2)

1This analog precoder was previously proposed in the literature [22].

where hHk ∈ C1×N denotes the channel vector for user k and
nA,k ∼ CN (0, σ 2

k ) denotes the antenna noise at user k . The
power slitting ratio of user k is denoted by ρk , meaning that
ρk portion of the signal power is allocated to the ID and 1−ρk
portion to the EH. Then, the two received signals for the ID
and ED processes are given by

yIDk =
√

ρk (hHk VRFVDigs+ nA,k )+ nS,k

=
√

ρkhHk VRFVDig,ksk︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal

+
√

ρk

K∑
l ̸=k

hHk VRFVDig,lsl︸ ︷︷ ︸
interference

+
√

ρknA,k + nS,k , (3)

yEHk =
√
1− ρk (hHmVRFVDigs+ nA,k ), (4)

respectively, where nS,k ∼ CN (0, δ2k ) denotes the additional
noise introduced by the ID process at user k and VDig,k
denotes the kth column of VDig. The SINR of user k is
expressed by

SINRk =
ρk∥hHk VRFVDig,k∥

2

ρk
K∑
l ̸=k
∥hHk VRFVDig,l∥2 + ρkσ

2
k + δ2k

. (5)

The harvested energy at user k is given by

Ek = ηk (1− ρk )

(
K∑
l=1

∥hHk VRFVDig,l∥
2
+ σ 2

k

)
, (6)

where ηk denotes the energy transfer efficiency of user k .

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We are interested in minimizing the transmit power of the
BS, Tr(VRFVDigVH

DigV
H
RF), while guaranteeing the SINR and

harvested energy requirements of each user when the instan-
taneous channel matrix H = [h1, · · · ,hK ]H is known to
the BS. That is, we aim to find the optimal analog precoder,
digital precoder, and power splitting ratios by solving the
following problem:

min
{VRF,VDig,ρk }

Tr(VRFVDigVH
DigV

H
RF) (7a)

s. t. SINRk ≥ γk , ∀k, (7b)

Ek ≥ ek , ∀k, (7c)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j, (7d)

0 < ρk < 1. ∀k. (7e)

The problem (7) is non-convex and has variables VRF, VDig,
and {ρk} coupled to each other, so that the problem is
intractable. We propose two suboptimal solutions in the fol-
lowing Sections III and IV.

C. A REFERENCE FULLY DIGITAL PRECODER
A fully digital precoder, where the number of RF chains is
the same as that of antennas, always outperforms a hybrid
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precoder which has a smaller number of RF chains than that
of antennas. Therefore, the performance of a SWIPT system
with a fully digital precoder shows an upper-bound to the per-
formance of a hybrid precoder. Let us denote VFull ∈ CN×K

as a fully digital precodingmatrix, then a power minimization
problem with it can be formulated as

min
{V Full}

Tr(VFullVH
Full) (8a)

s. t.
ρk∥hHk VFull,k∥

2

ρk
K∑
l ̸=k
∥hHk VFull,l∥2 + ρkσ

2
k + δ2k

≥ γk , ∀k, (8b)

ηk (1− ρk )

(
K∑
l=1

∥hHk VFull,l∥
2
+ σ 2

k

)
≥ ek , ∀k,

(8c)

0 < ρk < 1. ∀k. (8d)

The optimal solution of problem (8) has been found using the
technique of semidefinte relaxation (SDR) in [11].

III. HYBRID BEAMFORMING SWIPT WITH OPTIMAL
DIGITAL PRECODER
In this section, for the problem (7), we propose one sub-
optimal solution in which the digital and analog precoders
are separately found. At first, we develop a methodology of
finding an analog precoder VRF that is independent from the
digital precoder. While this analog precoder is suboptimal,
its implementation complexity can be reduced significantly
due to the independence and the performance degradation
is minimal which will be shown in Section V. Then, based
on the analog precoder obtained, we find the corresponding
optimal digital precorderVDig and power splitting ratios {ρk}.

A. ANALOG PRECODER DESIGN
We begin by assuming that VDig and {ρk} are given and
postpone the discussion of finding their optimal values to
the next subsection. Letting Xk ≜ VDig,kVH

Dig,k for all k ,
problem (7) is reformulated as

min
VRF

Tr(VRF

K∑
k=1

XkVH
RF) (9a)

s.t.
ρkhHk VRFXkVH

RFhk

ρk
K∑
l ̸=k

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk + ρkσ

2
k + δ2k

≥ γk , ∀k,

(9b)

ηk (1− ρk )

(
K∑
l=1

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk + σ 2

k

)
≥ ek ,∀k,

(9c)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j. (9d)

Assuming the phase of each element inVRF is i.i.d., we obtain
VH

RFVRF → N INRF by the law of large number as N goes

to infinity. Similarly, we also obtain VRFVH
RF → NRFIN as

NRF→∞. In addition, assuming elements of X1,· · · , XK at
the ith row and jth column are i.i.d. complex random variables
with zero-mean for i ̸= j and with a mean value of β for

i = j, we obtain 1
K

K∑
k=1

Xk → βINRF as K → ∞, where

β = 1
KNRF

K∑
k=1

NRF∑
i=1

Xk (i, i). Note that the inequality condition,

0 < K
N ≤

NRF
N < 1 is still maintained as K ,NRF,N → ∞.

Under these assumptions, problem (9) can be rewritten as

min
{VRF}

Tr(NKβINRF ) (10a)

s.t. (1+ γk )hHk VRFXkVH
RFhk

≥ γk

(
δ2k

ρk
+ σ 2

k

)
+ γkKNRFβhHk hk ,∀k, (10b)

KNRFβhHk hk ≥
ek

ηk (1− ρk )
− σ 2

k , ∀k (10c)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j. (10d)

We can see that the objective function and constraint (10c)
are not related with VRF while (10b) is. Then, problem (10)
becomes a feasibility problem with the SINR constraints as
follows

find VRF (11a)

s.t. fk (VRF) ≥ dk , ∀k, (11b)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j, (11c)

where

fk (VRF) = hHk VRFXkVH
RFhk

dk =
γk

(1+ γk )

{(
δ2k

ρk
+ σ 2

k

)
+ KNRFβhHk hk

}
.

As γk →∞, δk → 0, and σk → 0, the problem (11) can be
reformulated as

find VRF (12a)

s.t. hHk VRFXkVH
RFhk ≥ KNRFβhHk hk , ∀k, (12b)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j. (12c)

Now, we need to find VRF which ensures that the received
power of user k is equal to or higher than the asymptotic
power of interference to user k . Unfortunately, the asymptotic
approximations in inequality constraints from the problem (9)
to (12) cannot be directly applied to non-asymptotic cases.
Instead, we propose a heuristic approach that transforms a
feasibility problem with multiple asymptotic constraints into
a maximization problem of a single utility function such as

max
VRF

log
∣∣∣HVRFVH

RFH
H
∣∣∣ (13a)

s.t. |VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j, (13b)

where H = [h1, · · · ,hK ]H and the digital precoder is dis-
regarded to account for the fact that Xk is not optimized at
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the early or middle stages of the search. The utility function
of problem (13) can be regarded as the asymptotic capacity
of (K ,NRF) MIMO channel with a channel matrix HVRF for
high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and a unit power allocation.
Problem (13) is still non-convex and too complex to adjust
all elements of VRF at the same time. Instead, we adjust only
VRF(i, j) assuming all other elements of VRF are fixed and
repeat it over all i and j one by one. For given i and j, from
the results in Appendix A, the problem of adjusting VRF(i, j)
can be expressed as

max
VRF(i,j)

Re
{
χi,jVRF(i, j)

}
(14)

where χi,j is defined in Appendix A. The solution of (14) is
simply written as

VRF(i, j) =
χ∗i,j

|χi,j|
. (15)

Note that an initial value of VRF(i, j) is necessary in order
to apply the solution in (15). We propose to use one CAZAC
sequence as the first row of an initialVRF and place circularly
shifted versions of the sequence at next rows of VRF. This
initialization satisfies the constraint of unit-magnitude-entry
inVRF. In the following subsection III-B, we find the optimal
digital precoder for a given VRF and also prove that the
optimal one can be obtained all the time if rank(VRF) =
NRF through Proposition 1. The initialization of VRF using
CAZAC sequence satisfies the condition, rank(VRF) =
NRF. Note that the initialization of VDig is not necessary.
Since an update of any element in VRF using (15) does
not make the object function of problem (13) lower, i.e.,∣∣∣HV (t)

RFV
(t)H
RF HH

∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣HV (t+1)
RF V (t+1)H

RF HH
∣∣∣ where V (t)

RF is the
tth updated version ofVRF, we updateVRF until the objective
function converges to a certain value.

B. OPTIMAL DIGITAL PRECODER
For a given analog precoder and letting Xk ≜ VDig,kVH

Dig,k ,
∀k , problem (7) is written as

min
{X k ,ρk }

Tr(VRF

K∑
k=1

XkVH
RF) (16a)

s.t.
ρkhHk VRFXkVH

RFhk

ρk
K∑
l ̸=k

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk + ρkσ

2
k + δ2k

≥ γk , ∀k,

(16b)

ηk (1− ρk )

(
K∑
l=1

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk + σ 2

k

)
≥ ek , ∀k,

(16c)

0 < ρk < 1. ∀k (16d)

Xk ⪰ 0, rank{Xk} = 1, ∀k. (16e)

Note that problem (16) is non-convex because of prod-
ucts between ρk ’s and Xk ’s as well as the rank constraint

rank{Xk} = 1. By dropping the rank-one constraint and reor-
ganizing terms in each constraint, the SDR of problem (16)
is written as

min
{Xk ,ρk }

Tr(VRF

K∑
k=1

XkVH
RF) (17a)

s.t. hHk VRFXkVH
RFhk − γk

K∑
l ̸=k

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk

≥ γk

(
δ2k

ρk
+ σ 2

k

)
, ∀k, (17b)

K∑
l=1

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk ≥

ek
ηk (1− ρk )

− σ 2
k , ∀k,

(17c)

0 < ρk < 1. ∀k (17d)

Xk ⪰ 0 ∀k. (17e)

Problem (17) is now convex. The solution of problem (17),
{X∗k , ρ

∗
k }, can be found by interior-point algorithm using

CVX [32]. If Xk∗ satisfies rank{Xk∗} = 1, the kth vector of
V∗Dig is obtained by eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) such as

V∗Dig,k = Uk6
1/2
k whereX∗k = Uk6kUH

k , andV
∗

Dig becomes
the optimal solution of (16). From the following proposition,
it is confirmed that the optimal solution of (16) is always
obtained by solving problem (17) when rank(VRF) = NRF.
Proposition 1: Assuming rank(VRF) = NRF, we have

1) Constraints (17b) and (17c) are satisfied with equality.
2) For problem (17), rank(X∗k ) = 1,∀k .

Proof: please refer to Appendix B.
The overall proposed algorithm of obtaining digital and

analog precoders is summarised in Algorithm 1 which is
called OptDig-ProRF scheme. Although we relaxed individ-
ual constraints in problem (13), through numerical results,
we shall show that the OptDig-ProRF scheme yields prac-
tically similar performance to the fully digital beamforming
scheme even when {ek} and {γk} are distinct.

IV. HYBRID BEAMFORMING SWIPT WITH
ZERO-FORCING DIGITAL PRECODER
If a ZF digital precoder is used instead of the optimal digital
precoder, we can further reduce the amount of computational
load and searching time to find the solution. In order to
make the problem tractable, we first separate the problem into
two steps: 1) designing the ZF digital precoder for a given
analog precoder; 2) designing a suboptimal analog precoder
for a given ZF digital precoder. Then the above two steps
are iteratively repeated until the transmit power difference
between two consecutive updates falls below a threshold.
In the algorithm, one can start with either of the two steps first.
While this ZF-based hybrid beamforming requires iterations,
due to the closed-form expression of the ZF digital precoder,
the computational complexity still can be reduced.
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Algorithm 1 OptDig-ProRF Scheme
Require: H , ek , γk , σk , δk , ηk ,∀k .

1: Initialize VRF using CAZAC sequences.
2: Pprev←∞, Pcurrent← log

∣∣HVRFVH
RFH

H
∣∣.

3: while (Pcurrent − Pprev)/Pcurrent ≥ ϵth do
4: for i = 1 : N do
5: for j = 1 : NRF do
6: Find VRF(i, j) =

χi,j
|χi,j|

7: end for
8: end for
9: Pprev← Pcurrent, Pcurrent← log

∣∣HVRFVH
RFH

H
∣∣.

10: end while
11: V∗RF← VRF.
12: Find X∗k and ρ∗k ,∀k by solving problem (17).
13: Find V∗Dig,k = Uk6

1/2
k ,∀k where X∗k = Uk6kUH

k .
Return: V∗RF,V

∗

Dig, ρ
∗
k ,∀k .

A. ZF DIGITAL PRECODER
Assuming that an analog precoder VRF is given and the ZF
precoder VZF

Dig is used, the received signals of all users can be
expressed as a vector such as

y = HVRFVZF
Digs+ n

= P
1
2 s+ n, (18)

where

VZF
Dig = VH

RFH
H (HVRFVH

RFH
H )−1P

1
2 , (19)

P = diag(p1, · · · , pK ).

We can see that finding VZF
Dig is reduced to finding P.

Denoting Ṽ = VH
RFH

H (HVRFVH
RFH

H )−1, we express
the transmit power as Tr(ṼHVH

RFVRFṼP) instead of
Tr(VRFVZF

DigV
ZFH
Dig V

H
RF), so that P is revealed explicitly in the

objective function. The signals split for ID and EH at user k
are now expressed as

yIDk =
√

ρk
(√

pksk + nk
)
+ zk , (20)

yEHk =
√
1− ρk

(√
pksk + nk

)
, (21)

respectively.We can formulate the power-minimization prob-
lem whose variables are {pk , ρk} as follows

min
{pk ,ρk }

Tr(ṼHVH
RFVRFṼP) (22a)

s. t.
ρkpk

ρkσ
2
k + δ2k

≥ γk , ∀k, (22b)

ηk (1− ρk )
(
pk + σ 2

k

)
≥ ek , ∀k, (22c)

0 < ρk < 1, ∀k. (22d)

Problem (22) is non-convex because of products between ρk
and pk in (22b) and (22c). We can reformulate the above
problem into a convex problem as follows

min
{pk ,ρk }

Tr(ṼHVH
RFVRFṼP) (23a)

s. t. pk ≥ γk

(
σ 2
k +

δ2k

ρk

)
, ∀k, (23b)

pk ≥
ek

ηk (1− ρk )
− σ 2

k , ∀k, (23c)

0 < ρk < 1, ∀k. (23d)

For a given k , the optimal solution of problem (23) can be
found as

ρ∗k =
−(αk + βk − 1)+

√
(αk + βk − 1)2 + 4βk
2

, (24a)

p∗k = γk

(
σ 2
k +

δ2k

ρ∗k

)
, (24b)

where αk =
ek

ηk (γk+1)σ 2 and βk =
γkδ

2
k

(γk+1)σ 2
k
. Detailed proof

can be found in Appendix C. By substituting {p∗k} into the
right-hand-side of (19), VZF

Dig is obtained.

B. CORRESPONDING ANALOG PRECODER
We can see that VRF is involved with problem (23) only
through the objective function. Therefore, for a given VDig

ZF
and ρk , the problem for finding analog precoder can be
reduced into

min
{VRF}

f (VRF) ≜ Tr(ṼHVH
RFVRFṼP) (25a)

|VRF(i, j)|2 = 1, ∀i, j. (25b)

Soharbi and Yu [22] also dealt with the same problem as (25),
so that we also apply their solution here. They proposed to
approximate the utility function of problem (25) into f̂ (VRF)
assuming NRF > K and a very large N , then adjust the angle
of VRF(i, j) minimizing f̂ (VRF) by maintaining rest elements
of VRF, i.e.,

θZF∗i,j = argmin
θi,j

f̂ (θi,j). (26)

The closed-form solution of problem (26) was obtained and
we encourage the readers to refer to Section V-B of [22] for
the solution and detailed information. When problem (26) is
solved for all i, j, we considerVRF to have been updated once.
This can be repeated until VRF converges. Overall, updating
of VRF and (P, ρk ) continues until f converges. The whole
process is summarised in Algorithm 2 which is called ZfDig-
SohRF scheme.

V. SIMULATIONS
A. CHANNEL MODEL
For simulations, we use the geometric channel model applied
in [33] which also considered hybrid precoding for massive
multiuser MIMO systems. Assuming a uniform linear array
(ULA) antenna configuration at the BS, the channel vector
from the BS to the kth user is given by

hHk =

√
N
L

L∑
l=1

αlka(φ
l
k )
H , (27)
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Algorithm 2 ZfDig-SorRF Scheme
Require: H , ek , γk , σk , δk , ηk ,∀k .

1: Initialize P ← IK ,VRF using CAZAC sequences.
2: Poutprev←∞, Poutcurrent← f (VRF,P).
3: while (Poutprev − P

out
current)/P

out
current ≥ ϵoutth do

4: Pinprev←∞, Pincurrent← f̂ (VRF,P).
5: while (Pinprev − P

in
current)/P

in
current ≥ ϵinth do

6: for i = 1 : N do
7: for j = 1 : NRF do
8: Find ̸ VRF(i, j) = argmin

θi,j
f̂ (θi,j)

9: end for
10: end for
11: Pinprev← Pincurrent, P

in
current← f̂ (VRF,P).

12: end while
13: Find p∗k and ρ∗k ∀k from problem (24).
14: P ← diag(p∗1, · · · , p

∗
K )

15: Poutprev← Poutcurrent, P
out
current← f (VRF,P)

16: end while
17: VZF

Dig← VH
RFH

H (HVRFVH
RFH

H )−1P
1
2

18: V∗RF← VRF

Return: V∗RF,V
ZF
Dig, ρ

∗
k ∀k .

where L denote the number of propagation paths, αlk ∼

CN (0, ωk ) denotes the complex gain of the lth path to the
kth user, φk ∈ [0, 2π ) is the random angle of departure, ωk is
the variance of channel gains of the kth user. And a(φ) is the
array response vector of the ULA antenna written as

a(φ) =
1
√
N

[
1, e

j2π d̃ sin(φ)
λ , · · · , e

j2πd(N−1) sin(φ)
λ

]T
, (28)

where λ is the wavelength and d̃ is the normalized antenna
spacing. In numerical examples, d̃ = λ/2 and L =

15 are considered. All the numerical results are obtained
usingMonte-Carlo simulations over more than 2,000 channel
realizations.

B. INDIVIDUALLY DIFFERENT CONSTRAINTS AND
PATH-LOSS
We illustrate the results for a scenario where users have
different path-losses (1/ωk ), SINR constraints, and energy
constraints, to observe how the proposed schemes work under
individual constraints. Every channel realization, we ran-
domly generate γk , ek , andωk values whose dB-scaled values
follow uniform distributions such as 10 log10(γk ) ∼ U(γ̄dB−
dγ , γ̄dB + dγ ), 10 log10(ek ) ∼ U(ēdB − de, ēdB + de) and
10 log10(ωk ) ∼ U(ω̄dB − dω, ω̄dB + dω), respectively. Here,
γ̄dB, ēdB, and ω̄dB denote mean values of dB-scaled γk , ek , and
ωk , respectively, and U(a, b) denotes a uniform distribution
between a and b. In all simulations, the antenna noise vari-
ance, additional noise variance and energy transfer efficiency
are set identically as σ 2

= −70 dBm, δ2 = −50 dBm, and
η = 0.5. Moreover, we use dγ = 4, de = 4, ω̄dB−40 dB, and
dω = 10 unless otherwise noted. Each user has its path-loss

FIGURE 1. Transmission power [W] vs. γ̄ [dB] when K = 8, NRF = 16,
N = 32, ēdB = −10 dBm, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

uniformly distributed in [−50,−30] dBwhich corresponds to
the distance ranging from 0.94m to 9.4m in free space when
the carrier frequency is 800 MHz.

C. CONVENTIONAL ANALOG PRECODING SCHEME
As a conventional analog precoding scheme, we consider a
singular value decomposition (SVD) based analog precorder
which was used in [28]. The SVD of channel H is written as

H = U6VH, (29)

where U and V denote the left- amd right- singular vectors.
Then, each element in VRF is chosen as

VRF(i, j) =
V (i, j)
|V (i, j)|

, i ∈ {1, · · · ,N }, j ∈ {1, · · · ,NRF}.

(30)

Let the OptDig-SvdRF scheme denote a hybrid beamforming
design whose digital precoder is obtained by solving prob-
lem (17) and analog precoder based on the SVD.

D. ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS
We used the following convention for labeling the curves in
the plots: X-Y, where X denotes the digital precoding method
(FullyDig: fully digital, OptDig: optiaml digital, ZfDig: ZF
digital), Y denotes analog precoding method (ProRF: pro-
posed precoder, SohRF: analog precoder in [22], SvdRF:
SVD based analog precoder).

Fig. 1 shows the transmission power versus the average
SINR constraint, γ̄ , for FullyDig, OptDig-ProRF, ZfDig-
SohRF, and OptDig-SvdRF schemes with K = 8, NRF =

16, N = 32, ēdB = −10 dBm, ω̄dB = −40 dB. The
transmit power of all schemes but ZfDig-SohRF increases as
the value of γ̄ increases. The performance of OptDig-ProRF
is practically similar to that of FullyDig for whole values of
γ̄ . TheOptDig-SvdRF scheme exhibits higher transmit power
consumption compared to FullyDig and OptDig-ProRF as γ̄

increases from -10 to 35 dB. For instance, at γ̄ = −10 dB
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FIGURE 2. Transmission power [W] vs. ē [dB] when K = 8, NRF = 16,
N = 32, γ̄dB = 10 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

and γ̄ = 35 dB, OptDig-ProRF utilizes 92% and 91% of the
transmit power consumed by OptDig-SvdRF, respectively.
This reduction in power consumption solely stems from the
proposed analog precoder design outlined in Algorithm 1.
Interestingly, the transmit power of ZfDig-SohRF shows
only a marginal increase as γ̄ increases from -5 to 25 dB,
while it experiences a notable increase from 30 to 35 dB.
The ZF-based digital precoder always eliminates inter-user
interference, leading the BS to increase the transmit power
in order to satisfy the dominant constraints which could be
energy or SINR constraints depending on situations. When
the value of γ̄ is small, implying that energy constraints
are dominant, the transmit power level of ZfDig-SohRF is
primarily determined by ē rather than γ̄ . Conversely, if γ̄

has larger values, with SINR constraints becoming dominant,
the transmit power level increases as γ̄ increases. In contrast,
both OptDig-SvdRF and OptDig-SvdRF can flexibly change
the level of inter-user interference. For instance, when energy
constraints are dominant, the two schemes amplify inter-user
interference to extract a larger amount of energy from the
received signals. This difference between ZF-based digital
precoding and optimal digital precoding causes the observed
gap in power consumption. In addition, ZfDig-SohRF exhibits
superior performance compared to OptDig-SvdRF for
γ̄ ≥ 25 and converges towards the performance of both
OptDig-ProRF and FullyDig for γ̄ ≥ 30. These arise
due to the superiority of the analog precoder proposed
in [22] over the SVD-based analog precoder, and minimizing
inter-user interference is close to optimality under high SINR
constraints.

Fig. 2 displays the transmission power versus ē for various
hybrid beamforming schemes when K = 8, NRF = 16,
N = 32, γ̄dB = 10 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB. We can
observe that the transmit power of all schemes increases as the
value of ē increases. TheOptDig-ProRF scheme outperforms
the OptDig-SvdRF and yields similar performance to that

FIGURE 3. Transmission power ratio vs. ē [dB] when K = 8, NRF = 16,
N = 32, γ̄dB = 20 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

FIGURE 4. Transmission power [W] vs. N for ēdB = −5 and −10 dBm
when K = 8, NRF = 16, γ̄dB = 20 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

of FullyDig. As an example, OptDig-ProRF utilizes 92% of
the transmit power consumed by OptDig-SvdRF while using
103% of the transmit power consumed by FullyDig when
ē = 0 dBm. The ZfDig-SohRF scheme shows significant per-
formance degradation compared to the other three schemes.
This phenomenon arises due to the fact that the range of ē
considered in Fig. 2 makes energy constraints dominant.

Fig. 3 describes the transmission power ratio of each
scheme to FullyDig as ē varies, with parameters K = 8,
NRF = 16, N = 32, γ̄dB = 20 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.
We can observe that the ratios forOptDig-ProRF andOptDig-
SvdRF do not change with respect to ē. However, as ē
increases, it can be noted that the power of ZfDig-SorRF
increases at a higher rate compared to that of FullyDig.
This result is consistent with the performance degradation of
ZfDig-SorRF when energy constraint are dominant as shown
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 depicts the transmission power versus N for
ēdB = −5 and -10 dBm, while maintaining constant values
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FIGURE 5. Transmission power [W] vs. K with NRF = 2K and N = 4K
when γ̄dB = 5 dB, ēdB = −10dBm, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

of K = 8 and NRF = 16, when γ̄dB = 20 dB and
ω̄dB = −40 dB. We can observe that the transmit power of
all schemes decreases as N increases. For example, in the
case of OptDig-ProRF, when N doubles from 32 to 64,
the transmit power decreases by 57%, going from 9.3 W to
4.0 W for ēdB = −5 dB. This observation demonstrates the
advantageous impact of employing a larger antenna array.
The performance of OptDig-ProRF closely matches that of
FullyDig across all values of N , thereby confirming the supe-
riority of the proposed scheme.

Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between transmission
power and K , while ensuring that the values of NRF and N
vary proportionally to N , namely NRF = 2K and N = 4K .
This is observed when γ̄dB = 5 dB, ēdB = −10dBm, and
ω̄dB = −40 dB. We can observe that the transmit power of
all schemes remains nearly consistent despite variations in
K , as long as K , NRF, and N maintain proportional relation-
ships. The performance differences among the beamforming
schemes are observed to be similar to those depicted in Fig. 1
at γ̄ = 5 dB.
Fig. 6 depicts the transmission power versus dγ when K =

8, NRF = 16, N = 32 γ̄dB = 20 dB, ēdB = −5dBm,
and ω̄dB = −40 dB. It can be observed that when SINR
constraints for each user are widely distributed, the transmit
power decreases. All schemes exhibit a similar performance
trend as shown in Fig. 4. Importantly, OptDig-ProRF con-
sumes nearly the same transmit power as FullyDig, even
when dγ = 10, indicating that the values of γk are uniformly
distributed within a 20 dB range.

Fig. 7 describes the transmission power versus γ̄ for vari-
ous values ofNRF whenK = 8,N = 32, ēdB = −5 dBm, and
ω̄dB = −40 dB. In this simulation, 1,000 channel realizations
are used with L = 15. We can observe that the transmit
power decreases as NRF increases, for example, transmit
powers are 7.34, 7.07, 6.94 W for NRF = 8, 12, 16 at γ̄ =

10 dB, which are 108%, 104%, 102% of the transmit power
of FullyDig.

FIGURE 6. Transmission power [W] vs. dγ when K = 8, NRF = 16, N = 32,
γ̄dB = 20 dB, ēdB = −5dBm, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

FIGURE 7. Transmission power [W] vs. γ̄ [dB] for various values of NRF
when K = 8, N = 32, ēdB = −5 dBm, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We assume that the multiplication between an m × p matrix
and a p × n matrix has a time complexity of O(mpn), and
the complexities of computing the inverse and determinant
of an n × n matrix are both O(n3). Referring to [34], the
computation load of FullyDig, which solves problem (8) with
the interior-point algorithm, is known as O(

√
KN (K 3N 2

+

K 2N 3)).
In OptDig-ProRF, the digital and analog precoders are

obtained separately. To obtain the digital precoder (steps 12
to 13), we need to solve the problem (17) with the
interior-point algorithm and it introduces a complexity of
O(
√
KNRF(K 3N 2

RF + K 2N 3
RF)), which is interestingly inde-

pendent of N . On the other hand, for the analog precoder,
we need to calculating χi,j which involves several matrix
products with a complexity of O(NNRFK ) and the calcu-
lation is repeated NNRF times. Therefore, the complexity
of OptDig-ProRF can be expressed as O(N 2N 2

RFK ) +
O(
√
KNRF(K 3N 2

RF + K 2N 3
RF)). Meanwhile, since the time
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TABLE 1. Complexities of various schemes under different assumptions.

FIGURE 8. Average running time [Sec] vs. N when K = 8, NRF = 16,
ēdB = −10 dBm, γ̄dB = 20 dB, and ω̄dB = −40 dB.

complexity of the singular value decomposition (SVD)
of an m × n matrix is O(mnmin(m, n)) [35], the com-
plexity of OptDig-SvdRF is expressed as O(NN 2

RF) +
O(
√
KNRF(K 3N 2

RF + K
2N 3

RF)).
In ZFDig-SorRF, adjustments of the analog and digital

precoders are executed sequentially and repeated until the
utility converges in the outer while loop (steps 4 to 16).
The analog precoding is run in the inner while loop (steps 5
to 10), and step 8 is repeated NNRF times in the loop.
Step 8 is executed by calculating the closed-form expressions
in Section V-B of [22], whose complexity isO(NNRFK ). The
primary step of the digital process (step 13) is executed by
calculating the closed-form expression, whose complexity is
known as O(K 4

+ K 2N 2
RF). In this respect, we can express

the computational load of ZFDig-SorRF as O(N 2N 2
RFK )+

O(K 4
+ K 2N 2

RF) [11].
Table 1 summarizes the complexities of various schemes

under three different assumptions: i) N ≫ NRF and N ≫
K ; ii) N ∝ NRF and N ≫ K ; iii) N ∝ NRF and N ∝ K .
Note that it is assumed that the number of iterations in while
loops is negligible compared to N , NRF, and K . Under the
first assumption, which is closest to the practical scenarios,
we can see that the proposed schemes have a lower order of
complexity than that ofFullyDig in terms ofN .WhenN ,NRF,
and NRF increase proportionally, ZFDig-SorRF has a lower
order of complexity than OptDig-ProRF.
Fig. 8 shows the average running time [Sec] vs. N [dB]

when K = 8, NRF = 16, ēdB = −5 dBm, and ω̄dB =
−40 dB where 100 channel realizations are used. We can
observe that the average running time of FullyDig increases

faster than those of other schemes asN increases. The average
running time of ZFDig-SorRF is the shortest among the four
schemes considered.

VI. CONCLUSION
We considered a hybrid analog-digital precoding-based
SWIPT system where a BS with massive transmit antennas
transmits to multiple single-antenna users. We aim to min-
imize transmit-power while guaranteeing harvested energy
and SINR requirements of each user. We proposed two sub-
optimal solutions in which digital and analog precoders are
designed separately. In OptDig-ProRF scheme, the analog
precoder is first found by letting the objective function inde-
pendent from the digital precoder and power splitting ratios
through approximation and finding its local minimum, then
the optimal digital precoder and power splitting ratios are
found for the obtained analog precoder using semidefinite
relaxation. In the ZfDig-SohRF scheme, a suboptimal ana-
log precoder is obtained for an initialized digital precoder,
then the ZF digital precoder is found for a obtained analog
precoder. The two precoders are iteratively found until the
transmit power difference between two consecutive updates
falls below a threshold. Illustrative results show that the
performance of OptDig-ProRF is practically similar to that
of FullyDig for most environments and ZfDig-SohRF con-
verges towards the performance of both OptDig-ProRF and
FullyDig when γ̄ is so high that SINR constraints become
dominant. Since the SWIPT system is considered as a promis-
ing technology candidate in standard organizations such as
ITU and 3GPP, our work may help industry to accelerate
the deployment of zero-energy devices in the future. More-
over, integrating our work with the promising non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) or rate splitting multiple access
(RSMA) techniques could be an interesting and challenging
future research topic which deserves comprehensive study.

APPENDIX A
A. DERIVATION OF (14)
The utility function of problem (13) without log() can be
written as

det
(
HVRFVH

RFH
H
)

= det
(
HV̄

(j)
RFV̄

(j)H
RF HH

+HVRF,jVRF,j
HHH

)
= det

(
A(j)
+HVRF,jVRF,j

HHH
)

(A.1a)

= det(A(j))+ VRF,j
HHHadj(A(j))HVRF,j (A.1b)

where V̄
(j)
RF is the sub-matrix of VRF with the jth column

eliminated, A(j)
= HV̄

(j)
RFV̄

(j)H
RF HH , and adj(A(j)) denotes the

adjugate matrix of A(j). Eq. (A.1b) is written using the matrix
determinant lemma. Using the expression

HVRF,j = H̄
(i)
V̄

(i)
RF,j + hiVRF(i, j) (A.2)

where H̄
(i)

is the sub-matrix of H with the ith column elimi-
nated and V̄

(i)
RF,j is the sub-vector ofVRF,j with the ith element
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eliminated, the second term in (A.1b) can be written as

VRF,j
HHHadj(A(j))HVRF,j

= ζi,j + 2Re
{
ηi,jVRF(i, j)

}
+ κi,j (A.3)

where

ζi,j = (V̄
(i)
RF,j)

H (H̄
(i)
)Hadj(A(j))H̄

(i)
V̄

(i)
RF,j

χi,j = (V̄
(i)
RF,j)

H (H̄
(i)
)Hadj(A(j))hi

κi,j = hHi adj(A
(j))hi, (A.4)

and we used the fact that adj(A(j)) is Hermitian matrix since
it is an adjugate matrix of Hermitian matrix. Note that
det(A(j)), ζi,j, χi,j, and κi,j, are not dependent on VRF(i, j).
Therefore, the only term dependent on VRF(i, j) in (A.1b)
is 2Re

{
χi,jVRF(i, j)

}
. Therefore, the angle of VRF(i, j) to

maximize det
(
HVRFVH

RFH
H ) is − ̸ χi,j.

APPENDIX B
B. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
In [11], the authors showed that, for the fully digital
beamforming case, the optimal solution to the semidefi-
nite relaxation version of the power minimization problem
expressed as (8) is also the optimal solution to problem (8).
We extend the proof to the hybrid precoding case.

Because problem (17) is convex, the optimal duality gap
is zero, assuming (17) satisfies Slater’s condition. The partial
Lagrangian of problem (17) is given by

L(Xk , ρk , λk , νk )

≜ Tr(VRF

K∑
k=1

XkVH
RF)

−

K∑
k=1

λk

 1
γk
hHk VRFXkVH

RFhk −
K∑
l ̸=k

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk

−

(
δ2k

ρk
+ σ 2

k

)}

−

K∑
k=1

νk

{
K∑
l=1

hHk VRFX lVH
RFhk −

ek
ηk (1− ρk )

+ σ 2
k

}
(B.1)

where we introduce multipliers λk ≥ 0 for the K SINR
constraints and multipliers νk ≥ 0 for the K harvest energy
constraints. The Lagrangian can be rewritten by

L(Xk , ρk , λk , νk )

=

K∑
k=1

Tr(AkXk )

+

K∑
k=1

(λk − νk )σ 2
k +

K∑
k=1

(
λkσ

2
k

ρk
+

νkek
ηk (1− ρk )

)
(B.2)

where

Ak = VH
RFVRF +

K∑
l=1

(λl − νl)VH
RFhlh

H
l VRF

−

(
λk

γk
+ λk

)
VH

RFhkh
H
k VRF. (B.3)

The dual function is given by

g(λ, ν) = min
X k⪰0,0<ρk<1,∀k

L(Xk , ρk , λk , νk ). (B.4)

We define

A∗k = VH
RFVRF +

K∑
l=1

(λ∗l − ν∗l )V
H
RFhlh

H
l VRF

−

(
λ∗k

γk
+ λ∗k

)
VH

RFhkh
H
k VRF. (B.5)

where {λ∗k , ν
∗
k } = arg max

λk ,νk ∀k
g(λ, ν) are the dual optimal.

By substituting these dual optimal into (B.2), the primal
optimal which maximizes (B.2) can be obtained by solving
following problems separately for given k ,

min
X k⪰0

Tr(A∗kXk ), (B.6)

min
0<ρk<1

λ∗kσ
2
k

ρk
+

ν∗k ek
ηk (1− ρk )

. (B.7)

From now, the proof steps are similar to Appendix C
of [11]. We briefly introduce the important logic and prop-
erties that are used to prove Proposition 1. By observing
problem (B.7), we can show that two cases of optimal
Lagrange multipliers, (λ∗k = 0, ν∗k > 0) and (λ∗k > 0, ν∗k = 0)
cannot happen for any k . And the optimal value of prob-
lem (B.6) should be a nontrivial lower bound on the primal
optimal value, so that we need A∗k ⪰ 0 and Tr(A∗kX

∗
k ) = 0,

then

A∗kX
∗
k = 0,∀k. (B.8)

Let us assume that λ∗k = ν∗k = 0,∀k . From (B.5), A∗k =
VH

RFVRF. Since we assumed rank(VRF) = NRF, rank(A∗k ) =
NRF, then from (B.8), X∗k = 0 which should not be the
optimal to problem (17). Therefore, at least one k exists such
that λ∗k > 0 and ν∗k > 0. Now, we define

B∗ = VH
RFVRF +

k∑
l=1

(λl − νl)VH
RFhlh

H
l VRF, (B.9)

then,

A∗k = B∗ −
(

λ∗k

γk
+ λ∗k

)
VH

RFhkh
H
k VRF. (B.10)

Since A∗k ⪰ 0 and
(

λ∗k
γk
+ λ∗k

)
VH

RFhkh
H
k VRF ⪰ 0, it is true

that B∗ ⪰ 0.
Let us suppose ∃x ̸= 0 such that xHB∗x = 0. Since

xHA∗kx ≥ 0, xHVH
RFhkh

H
k VRFx = 0 for k s.t. λ∗k > 0.
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On the other hand, using (B.9), xHB∗x = xHVH
RFVRFx =

||VRFx||2 ≥ 0. Since rank (VRF) = NRF, VRFx ̸= 0 for
x ̸= 0, then xHB∗x > 0. This contradicts with our assump-
tion, xHB∗x = 0. Therefore, B∗ ≻ 0, that is, B∗ is a full-rank
matrix.

For k s.t. λ∗k = ν∗k = 0, rank(A∗k ) = rank(B∗) = NRF.
From (B.8), we obtain X∗k = 0, however, this cannot be the
optimal primal solution. So, for any k , the case of λ∗k = ν∗k =

0 does not happen. Therefore, it is true that λ∗k > 0 and
ν∗k > 0, ∀k . Due to complementary slackness, the primal
optimal solutions satisfy equality for the SINR constraints
and harvest energy constraints in problem (17). This proves
the first part of Proposition 1.

From (B.10), NRF ≥ rank(A∗k ) ≥ NRF − 1. If rank(A∗k ) =
NRF, X∗k = 0which does not make sense. Hence, rank(A∗k ) =
NRF−1 and rank(X∗k ) = 1 from (B.8). This proves the second
part of Proposition 1.

APPENDIX C
C. SOLVING PROBLEM (23)
Let us denote A = VRFṼDig. Diagonal elements of AHA
are positive or zero. Then, the objective function, Tr(AHAP)
becomes

∑
k

αkpk where αk is the kth diagonal element of

AHA. Since pk is not coupled with pl ∀l ̸= k in the objective
function and the constraints in problem (23) are decoupled
over k as well, we can decompose problem (23) into K
subproblems. So, a subproblem for a given k is formulated
as

min
{pk ,ρk }

pk (C.1a)

s. t. pk ≥ γk

(
σ 2
k +

δ2k

ρk

)
, (C.1b)

pk ≥
ek

ηk (1− ρk )
− σ 2

k , (C.1c)

0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1. (C.1d)

The optimal solution for problem (23) makes con-
straints (C.1b) and (C.1c) active. Then, the following equation
is obtained

γk

(
σ 2
k +

δ2k

ρk

)
=

ek
ηk (1− ρk )

− σ 2
k (C.2)

which is a quadratic equation of ρk . For 0 ≤ ρk ≤ 1, the
solution of (C.2) was found in Appendix D of [11].
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